Paris, July 20, 2016

A foundation of recognized public utility since 2005, the Institut Europlace de Finance aims to implement and accelerate synergies between research/training in economics and finance and professionals in the financial market. The Institute’s founders are committed to providing, over time, the resources for such action.

As in previous years, in 2016 the Foundation is launching a call for research projects. This call is addressed to the entire relevant academic community, without any restrictions in terms of disciplines.

In partnership with the Louis Bachelier LABEX, the Foundation proposes funding 15 research projects, each of which will receive funding of €10,000.

The projects funded will address topics deemed to be of major interest in the current situation, grouped under four headings (see Annexe).

Projects must involve at least one researcher affiliated with a French academic institution. Projects involving several teams, especially those with a genuine European dimension, will be considered with particular interest.

In submitting an application, project leaders, if selected, engage to develop their project in association (through meetings and exchanges among teams) with one or more professionals in the Paris financial marketplace. Where appropriate, responses to the call for projects will disclose any links that already exist and that could be strengthened in the framework the project.

Elyès JOUINI, Directeur scientifique
Institut Europlace de Finance

THE DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSION OF APPLICATIONS IN RESPONSE TO THIS CALL IS OCTOBER 5, 2016.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION: info@europlace-finance.com
MACRO

• Low interest rates and their implications, savings, asset and liability management, impact on Business Models, reform of deposits, development of products, modelling of products with no fixed maturity,
• Financing and risks of the climate transition,
• Sources of volatility, migration of sources, excess volatility,
• Real assets,
• Management of bad loans,
• Regulation and financing of growth,
• Zero inflation and its implications,
• Exit scenarios from Quantitative Easing.
• Impact/implications of exit from the Euro and the EU.

TECHNO

• Internal models: reconsideration and developments including homogenization,
• Basic management vs quantitative management : possible convergence ?

SOCIAL

• Impact Investing: responsible investment, long-term investment,
• Consulting and information obligations: what is good practice ?
• Benchmarks – from the standpoint of the investor – for measuring the effectiveness of management
• Market access and liquidity in the global South.

TECHNO/SOCIAL

• Fintech and crowdfunding: decentralization of authority, governance and decision systems,
• Blockchain, fintech, financial intermediation: new access to consumers, financial literacy, social inclusion, interaction with distribution networks.

SUBMIT YOUR PROPOSAL